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NEWS FOR FARRIERS
Exciting New Products
Liberty Cu Copper Coated Horseshoe
nails in sizes 3-1/2 and 3-1/2 XL Race

In addition to all of the same great
features of the regular Liberty nail, the
Liberty Cu horseshoe nails include
Copper (Cu) Shield Technology. This
technology provides more protection
than traditional horseshoe nails. Hoof
wall, white line and
sole are stronger and
healthier when Liberty
Cu nails are used on a
daily basis. The
Copper(Cu) Shield
Technology is unique to
Kerckhaert and Liberty Cu
horseshoe nails.

Kerckhaert Tradition with
Liberty Cu 3-1/2 Race

Diamond Rasp Handle

Made of polyurethane material for durability under tough
conditions, this rasp handle features a double-nut design to
ensure a secure fit. Farriers who prefer a poly handle
versus a traditional wood handle will appreciate this new
Diamond rasp handle. The handle is ergonomically
designed for a comfortable grip and is light-weight for
reduced fatigue. This is designed for the Diamond farrier
rasp but will fit many other hoof rasps as well.

Diamond Loop Knife

This is the newest addition to Diamond’s
improved line of hoof knives. Featuring a
stainless steel double blade, the Diamond loop
knife allows for cleaner, more precise and symmetrical cuts. The
Diamond loop knife is made with a hardwood handle, providing a
comfortable grip for extended use.

Bellota Double Sledge
2.2 lb.

JUST A
REMINDER
Kerckhaert
Steel Triumph

The Triumph steel series
is considered the
premier shoe for a
variety of disciplines, including event horses,
cross-country and various rodeo applications.
To increase strength and wear, Kerckhaert has
added additional thickness in shoe sizes 0
through 3, clipped and unclipped, in the Steel
Triumph series. This change is especially
beneficial if you use clipped shoes on event
horses with larger feet. Combine this
enhancement with the V-crease design and
sole relief in Kerckhaert shoes and you have
an exceptional shoe. The clipped version of
Kerckhaert's popular Steel Triumph offers all of
the great features you’ve come to love about
the Steel Triumph - and the clips provide
additional security and less stress on the nails.
Quarter clipped fronts; side clipped hinds.
Kerckhaert has added additional thickness in
sizes 0-3. This change is especially beneficial
if you use clipped shoes on event horses with
larger feet. Shoes are symmetrical. Punched
for 5 City or 5 Slim nails.

Vector 5
Special
Nails are
Back

5 SPECIAL
V5SP2

Vector 5 Special
nails are now back
on the market. This is a popular nail with
the reining horse farriers and fits well in the
Kerckhaert pride sliding plates, as well as in
other brands.
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Business Strategy for
Professional Farriers:

Information and Customer Service
A successful commitment to customer service requires some planning. There is no doubt you have to be quick on
your feet in dealing with your customers but you can’t overlook the advantages of thorough planning. In the early
stages of this planning you need to develop an information base. This can be a basic journal or notebook done
manually, or a simple database on a computer system. The computers and software in the market today are relatively
easy to work with and can make it much easier to keep your information base current. They also provide options for
improving your customer service by allowing you to do mailing labels, form letters and other communication
functions.

Customer information
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g

Customer name(s)
Category - owner, trainer, rider?
Addresses - both billing and horse locations
Phones - get all of them; home, barn, cellular
Billing Method - Cash, open account, credit card?
Veterinarian (for specific customer or horse) and number
Comments - keep relevant notes about the customer and their
horses

The customer information is pretty straight forward but invaluable as
you move forward to improve your service level.
The next step would be development of the horse information. You
need to determine what information is important to you. It may be that
too much information creates unnecessary work but the data you
gather and develop can be used to enhance your relationships with
your customers. In a worst case scenario, suppose a problem
develops with one of the horses you have worked on. The
information and history you have on file can be used to support
your position. It can help you explain to a veterinarian, owner or
other interested party exactly what you know about the horse.
Information on the horse - accurate information - can only help
you.

Horse information
a. Name of horse(s)
b. Breed, age, other specifics
c. Basic owner/trainer/rider
d. Veterinarian
e. History /comments
Once you have compiled your customer and horse
information you can then put it to work.
Communications, using the database, is the next step.

Don’t expect the
gathering and entry of
data to happen all at
once. You are building
a foundation; do it as
thoroughly as possible.

Continued from page 2

Communications
Billing. This may be the most important “communication” you have with your customer. Without it, you’re out
of business. Make sure your billing is prompt and accurate. Try to do your billing by invoicing, at least once a
week- don’t wait to do monthly statements. Monthly statements can be helpful - to be sure your customers know
you know where they stand. The improved cash flow of billing as you go will be important to you. Make sure
your customers understand the terms and meet them.
Maintenance issues. You need to communicate regular maintenance issues to your
customers as well as any special instructions for individual cases. You may not see the owner when you shoe the
horse but you need to be sure they are aware of what’s going on.
Education. As you get more comfortable with the use of your database you can expand your services by sharing
educational information with your customers. This can be something as simple as a single page on hoofcare tips
or reprints of articles, newsletters or website information. Your position will be much stronger if you have tried to
help your customers understand what you do to help their horses. You can start by sending information with
invoices or doing two or three mailings a year.
Don’t expect the gathering and entry of data to happen all at once. Work on it as you have time but complete the
process in a reasonable timeframe. You are building a foundation; do it as thoroughly as possible.

Mark your Calendar to Participate in Upcoming
Educational Events
INTERNATIONAL
HOOF-CARE SUMMIT
JANUARY 23 - 26, 2018
CINCINNATI, OHIO

47TH ANNUAL AFA CONVENTION
FEBRUARY 27 - MARCH 2, 2018
RENO, NV
americanfarriers.org/convention/2018-convention-reno-nv/

americanfarriers.com/ihcs
For more farrier events near you, visit FPD's online calendar at farrierproducts.com/calendar.html.

Find the best shoes for all disciplines on
FPD’s Field Guide for Farriers at
www.farrierproducts.com/fieldguide.
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